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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Week One: Amalfi Coast

Preparation & Planning
A few words on how this trip came to be.

Day 1: Friday, September 2, 2005—Departure
Nail-biting confusion.

Day 2: Saturday, September 3, 2005—Arrival
Gloriously warm. A beautiful villa.

Day 3: Sunday, September 4, 2005—Villa, Coast drive, Ravello
Exploring the Amalfi coast.

Day 4: Monday, September 5, 2005—Paestum, the Cilento Coast
Ancient ruins and mozaella.

Day 5: Tuesday, September 6, 2005—Mt. Vesuvius, Benevento
The great, destructive outdoors!

Day 6: Wednesday, September 7, 2005—Pompeii
An expotition of the first water.

Day 7: Thursday, September 8, 2005—Naples
Following up on Pompeii.

Day 8: Friday, September 9, 2005—Transfer to Sardinia: Caserta 
Vecchia & Capua
A few stop-offs on the way to the ferry.

Week Two: Sardinia

Day 9: Saturday, Sept. 10, 2005—Il Fungo (Monti Incappiddatu), Li Muri, 
Tomba di Gigante Li Lolghi, Coddu Vecchiu
Another island is achieved and we begin exploring.

Day 10: Sunday, September 11, 2005—Bosa
A memorable lunch and festival.

Day 11: Monday, September 12, 2005—Many sites
Driving the Stone Age and Bronze Age with a vengenance.

Day 12: Tuesday, September 13, 2005—Cagliari Museum; Pranu Muttedu
Closed for lunch; Sardinia’s Stonehenge. Sort of.

Day 13: Wednesday, September 14, 2005—Beach; San Giovanni di Sinis, 
Tharros
Some “modern” sites.

Day 14: Thursday, September 15, 2005—Nuoro, ISOLA; Fonte Sacra di Su 
Tempiesu
Lunching, shopping and a marvelous site.

Day 15: Friday, September 16, 2005—Coastal Drive to Alghero; Anghelu 
Rulu Necropolis; Depart
Scenery, a site and a mix-up..

Table of Contents continued >

Table of Contents
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Week Three: Rome

Day 16: Saturday, September 17, 2005—Rome
Off and running: Colosseum, Santa Maria in Cosmedin. La 

Notte Bianca is rained out.

Day 17: Sunday, September 18, 2005—Palatine Hill, Tabularium, 
Capitoline Museum; Bocca della Verita, Temples, the River
A glorious and productive day.

Day 18: Monday, September 19, 2005—Santa Maria della Vittoria, Saint 
Peter’s, Sistine Chapel, etc.
We can’t imagine how we did all this is one day.

Day 19: Tuesday, September 20, 2005—Departure

The Rocks in our Heads
 Echoes
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Preparation

Preparation

Hilary had a proposition: the Amalfi Coast. The Guys and their 
son Nathaniel had such a good time in Tuscany, and she had always 
wanted to see Italy’s fabled Amalfi Coast. She knew we were mad 
to go to Europe again, and that our new system of sharing a rental 
seemed to work well.

“Sure,” said Loie, “We’d love to go to the Amalfi Coast. It’s sup-
posed to be beautiful. And we can go to Sardinia, too, and take the 
Stone Pager’s trip.”

Loie and I had by now long been members and avid readers of The 
Stone Pages web site. We had met some other members in Avebury 
during Driving the Stone Age III. And Loie was fascinated by the 
trip reports posted there by the web masters, Paola Arosio and 
Diego Meozzi. The megalithic sites in Sardinia did look interesting.

“And we can go to the beach on the Amalfi Coast and on Sardinia,” 
said Loie. “I might even be able to rent us a beach house for a week 
in Sardinia.” And so she did. It was with some trepidation that we 
sent payment for it through Western Union to a bank in Sardinia. 
But subsequent emails with our hostess assured us she had the 
money.

Loie corresponded with Dana about ATMs versus Traveler’s 
Checks for money in Sardinia. Dana assured us ATMs would be 
available and wrote, “I think on the whole traveler’s checks are 
quickly going the way of the dodo in Europe. Last time I ordered 
some (American Traveler used to do euro denominations, at any 
rate) our French Banks said they were tres passé and when I did 
cash them (at the same bank!!) it wasn’t easy because no one knew 
what to do and it took an hour of phoning around. Local exchange 
rates are about the same, methinks.”

Hilary and Loie collaborated on a villa on the Amalfi Coast 
and found a beautiful and very reasonable one with a huge patio 

overlooking the little town of Vietri sul Mare, on the eastern end of 
the Coast Drive. We hoped this would put us out of the worst of the 
dreaded Amalfi Coast Traffic.

And of course, we all added a few days in Rome. We were going 
through there anyhow!

We were ready to go.

http://www.stonepages.com/
http://www.stonepages.com/
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Day 1: Friday, September 2, 2005—Departure

Day 1: Friday, September 2, 2005—Departure

I woke up this morning from strange dreaming. In one 
dream, I was in a parking lot, not in the U.S., & a black 
woman appeared to be asphalted into the ground. Then I 
realized there was a hole she was in, only her head visible. She 
was a semi-well known author & I think she was protesting 
something. I spoke to her, telling her I admired her. I started 
backing my car to get out of the lot & realized I had run over 
her. I jumped out—she had a tread mark on her face and an 
abrasion. She said, “You broke my skull.” I was frantic and 
ran looking for help—found a doorman in fancy costume 
(London?) who called for help. Later I was with the authori-
ties & found out my car had been impounded as evidence. 
“And now I’ll have to pay to get it out?!” I screamed.

The next dream I remembered was about Lilyfish—I think 
it was the name of an organization about fairies & elves. I was 
in a house that was dirty like Miss Jean’s and for the same rea-
sons—too many interesting things to do besides clean. There 
was one hand cloth that was filthy. There was a newspaper 
called Lilyfish, but it looked just like the Wall Street Journal.

Now, to the airport. No problem getting to the Coverts—
we were there by 5:15. No problem getting to Dulles—there by 
7:35.

The Guys & Nathan got into the check-in line more or less 
just as we did, so that was good. But at the ticket counter, 
BIG problems! The check-in desk told us we couldn’t check 
in, there were “problems” with our tickets or something. We 
couldn’t get any information, other than that “the problem” 
was being worked on. They wanted to take our passports 
back into some office. Bucky balked @ that for a minute, then 
relented. Meanwhile Hilary & the boys were gone on into the 

airport with anxious wishes for success.
After a long time the check-in agents told us that although 

they had our reservations on record, our tickets had been 
cancelled by our travel agent. We couldn’t believe it! Of 
course Richard wouldn’t have cancelled our reservation! 
They made some mistake that made it look like Richard had 
done it. There was another couple with a similar problem and 
another couple with a different problem.

After over an hour of waiting & asking for updates, they 
said they were trying to call the travel agent. It made no 
difference that I said there’d be no one in the office this late 
in the evening, they were wasting time which was running 
out. Our options were Richard explaining something they 
could use to reinstate our tickets, or we buying new ones. I 
guess the lucky part of it all was that for some screwy reason, 
we still had our original reservations, so there were seats 
available for us. Otherwise, the plane was full & we wouldn’t 
have been able to even buy a seat for any price. I gave them 
Richard’s home address & they called him & finally had me go 
in back of the desk into an office to speak with him myself.

Richard said, “I don’t know what in the hell they’re talking 
about.” I told him our plane left in little more than hour & we 
needed to go. He said if we would charge new tickets, he’d 
figure it out & make good on it. I paid for new tickets (same 
seats) at the $836 rate (our original price). We made it to the 
gate as passengers were boarding, at about 9:30.

My blood pressure is starting to level out.*

* It turned out that Richard had cancelled our tickets. He had received a cancel-
lation order from another client, but cancelled ours by mistake. Odd things can 
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Day 1: Friday, September 2, 2005—Departure

Moral: PAPER TICKETS ONLY!
8:45 a.m. London time. Due to land approx. 9:30 local time. 

Tail wind.

happen!
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Day 2: Saturday, September 3, 2005—Arrival

Day 2: Saturday, September 3, 2005—Arrival

Transfer to Gatwick went smoothly (Sat on tarmac @ LHR 
for 30 mins). We got all our bags & were on the shuttle by 11 
a.m., pulling into Gatwick by noon. We got thru security, 
etc. quickly & had time to kill—about 11:45 we found the 
shop & restaurant area. First we looked in at the Red Lion 
Pub—shades of Avebury!—but it was jammed packed. So 
then we went one flight up & Bucky found a smoking lounge. 
I bought a farmhouse cheddar sandwich from a sandwich 
counter place; Bucky full from the morning’s Deli Bag. At the 
baggage check, the ticket lady had told us our gate would be 
posted an hour before departure time. We’re due to depart 
at 2:45. At 40 minutes before, still no gate listed, but lots of 
delayed flights: ominous. Bucky persuaded me to find a BA 
counter which we did, nearby. The Customer Service rep said, 
oh, no! The times are posted 30 minutes in advance.

And, thankfully, our gate (63) was posted shortly thereafter. 
Scheduled departure of 2:45 p.m., we were airborne 3:15 p.m.. 
Not bad.

One of the restaurants on the upper level at Gatwick was 
a sushi bar with a conveyor belt—you chose a plate as it 
passed—each lid had a color circle on the rim to denote the 
price.

On to Napoli!
Naples airport is small! We walked down a roll up stair to 

debark from our plane, and stepped into a bouncy bus. The 
bus made a wide circle, depositing us about 20 feet away from 
our plane! Naples customs was nothing, but they did stamp 
our passports. I guess they figure they have so many shady 
characters in Naples, who cares if a few more enter?

From the secure area to the public area was a few steps, 

with car rental a few steps away. We got our paper work done 
(landed about 6:35, got bags, thru customs, got paperwork by 
about 7:15) then dicked around trying to make a call to our 
rental care taker. We bought a 5€ card from the airport tabac-
chi, but could not get it to work. I finally returned to the lady 
who sold it to us & she smiled & turned down the corner of the 
card, breaking it off. After that, no problems! Bucky talked to 
someone at the rental property & everything was fine, so we 
waited for the guys to get their car so we could lead them to 
the villa. Nathan amused himself by walking on the yellow 
line in the floor.

Surprisingly, the A3/E45 had slow motion drivers in the 
right lane, quite a few. There was also a slow spot, because 
everyone was pulling off for a festival or some event—we 
got around that & the road opened up. Finding Vietri sul 
Mare & the pottery shop that was our landmark was relatively 
easy (shop is big! silly! covered with ceramic tiles embed-
ded in stucco or cement, odd shaped, a tower?) but finding 
our left turn “down” was harder. No streets marked, PLUS 
bumper-to-bumper traffic in both directions of the 2 lane 
coast road—@ 9:45 p.m. Well, it is the Amalfi coast.

Bucky thought the road up as if going into the pottery 
shop might be our turn, but we kept on, realizing soon (as we 
neared Salerno!) that 300 meters from the beginning of Vietri 
sul Mare was long gone. But turning around on this coastal 
road is not like being at the Outer Banks! Space is very 
tight & people park in spaces Americans would consider suit-
able for placemats. (Later in the day we saw a car parked “ass 
up” on the stairs to the house—parallel concrete strips with 
short steps in the middle—and on a sharp angle. How he 
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Day 2: Saturday, September 3, 2005—Arrival

parked it on the angle with no maneuver space is a mystery!)
But we found a gas station & used it (with difficulty—motor 

cycle pulled in) to get ourselves going in the opposite direc-
tion. The guys nosed out right behind & we inched our way 
back to the pottery store.

Turning right into it was not easy, it was a sharp angle 
backwards and a tiny street! Then, a quick left on the narrow 
street, cars parked on the right & then, a dilemma! Straight 
on, or up to the left? Straight on was the wrong choice—obvi-
ously not our street, plus a car coming head on who did not 
want to give. We backed up, but another car had come up 
behind Mark! Then, to cap things off another car coming 
down from the left. I don’t exactly recall how it 
was sorted out—I think we pulled forward so 
the pushy guy could go on, the guys pulled aside, 
let the left guy come down and we then waved 
the guys on. Finally, we made our way up & found our “gated 
community.”

Our villa turned out to be very lovely—the online pictures 
do not do it justice. The terrace is big and beautiful, lovely 
view of the town and the sea, the duomo dome covered in 
yellow and blue tiles. Minimal kitchen, no supplies, but ser-
viceable. Big rooms, 2 bathrooms, high ceilings, doors from 
every room to the terrace. There is a two foot wide tree trunk 
in the sitting room. We think it may be a live tree.

We had supper of cheese, bread, fruit, wine, on the terrace 
overlooking our bay and the Vietri sul Mare duomo (all the 
church domes are tiled in beautiful colors.)
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Day 3: Sunday, September 4, 2005—Villa, Coast drive, Ravello

Day 3: Sunday, September 4, 2005—Villa, Coast drive, Ravello

We woke up at about 11:30ish to sun & haze on the water. 
Had some coffee (Mark is learning to use the Italian style pot) 
and Bucky, grapefruit juice.

Hilary was already in Tuscan mode, soaking up sunshine 
on our magnificent terrace. There’s a tree growing through 
our living room.

We decided to drive to Amalfi Coast, Mark behind the 
wheel (brave fellow).
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Day 3: Sunday, September 4, 2005—Villa, Coast drive, Ravello

Coastal Drive

We decided to drive the Amalfi Coast, Mark behind the 
wheel (brave fellow). Getting out of town there was some traf-
fic, then the coast road cleared a bit until we began reaching 
the coast towns—all picturesque and vertical. We thought 
we’d try to find a Cadogan recommendation—Lo Smeraldino 
in Amalfi, but there was no place to park. We followed a sign 
for public parking that twisted & turned & dead ended. Mark 
had to back out.

In trying to turn around the car to make it easier to turn 
into the busy coast road, he scraped the left mirror & then 
the car. We ended up in a pleasant restaurant (Trattoria La 
Ciccio) on the western outskirts. They had seafood specialties, 
something cooked in a bag, maybe, and tiny octopi, that were 
delicious. At our table we could look out big windows to the 
sea & the coast. There were caves in the hillside opposite the 
restaurant.

An auspicious start for a trip. (I bought a few household 
supplies in Amalfi).

We decided to head home & Hilary suggested the A3 as 
being faster, plus it was starting to spit rain. 
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Day 3: Sunday, September 4, 2005—Villa, Coast drive, Ravello

Ravello

We decided to go up to the mountain side town because 
it is beautiful. On our way up the mountains, it was raining. 
We had to stop at an intersection to try and puzzle out our 
route, in the rain, with traffic behind us. The adults were a bit 
frazzled and when Nathan said he saw a deer in scrubby foli-
age across the road, we shushed him. No time for that now!

That was unfortunate as we read later the local small red 
deer are a bit famous and becoming more rare. Poor Nathan!

The rain stopped as we got away from the immediate coast. 
We pulled over to look at a gorge & a choking goose tour bus 
struggled up the road. All the cars had to make way. Then, of 
course, we were in a big line behind it.

We visited the church & museum—poor old Oriental Saint 
whose father locked her in the tower where she died. She was 
persecuted by Christians & was made a saint. There were other 
graven images for tombs—one of a man who was “audacious 
in battle.” While the guys & Nathan went through the Villa 
Rufolo & gardens (lavender is from there), Bucky & I sat at 
a café in the plaza & observed the passersby. First, a bride 
walking on her father’s arm to the church, some attendants 
following a priest in long black frock coat, who I assumed 
would marry the couple, but he went in a shop & came out 
carrying a bag.

I decided to walk around a bit & went down a couple of 
narrow streets. I passed 2 men in dark suits—one carried a 
bouquet & the other, a small white pillow—the rings? I stopped 
in a ceramics shop & chatted with Margherita DiPalma about 
her ceramics. She said she ships a lot to Baltimore & that 
Oprah Winfrey used her ceramic plates on her show. She 
showed me the pattern; dishwasher safe & sturdy. She smacked 

one plate into another to demonstrate.
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Day 3: Sunday, September 4, 2005—Villa, Coast drive, Ravello

Home and supper

We had an interesting drive thru the interior—about 
halfway through, Mark commented that he had a slight 
fear of heights. Between the 2 long & difficult drives & the 
car scrapes, Mark was feeling a bit low, & the guys did not 
want to walk into town for supplies. It was still raining on 
the coast when we first came home & I took a nap. At 9, the 
rain seemed to have stopped, so Bucky & I decided to walk in. 
He & Mark had gone into town while I slept, & Bucky couldn’t 
find La Locande, the single Cadogan recommendation for 
VsM. So Bucky & I went looking. We decided it was one of 
the shuttered shop fronts & that’s why they couldn’t find it. 
We walked around a good bit & found very little in the way 
of any kind of restaurants. We finally found Raffael’s pizze-
ria—small, reminded me of Moulin in that the wife made the 
pizzas & perhaps the food, & her husband waited tables & was 
the kitchen gofer.

I had decided to have a pizza and salad until Bucky & the 
waiter/husband started discussing the menu. Bucky commu-
nicated that I wanted a fried fish & the man said, no, no, no! 
It turned out I must have a grilled fish. (Later we decided that 
all fish is grilled or broiled, never fried.

He brought out a plastic pan with several fish to show 
us. I chose one. Bucky had mozzarella and tomatoes,* pasta 
(artisanal?) with razor clams, mussels, small clams & breaded, 
fried seafood, including squid. I had sautéed Cortini—3 
plates; eggplant stuffed with tomato & capers, eggplant slices 
in spicy (hot) oil & zucchini, peppery. All three were in 
oil & all very different. Then, my lovely fish! Fragolono? The 

* Caprese salad.

flesh separated as tuna or salmon does, but it was perfectly 
opened & cooked. We finished up with gelato & lemoncelli & I 
had a grappa on the house. Came home by about midnight. 
We found out that the guys had gone out after all & had a 
pizza in town!

On the way out of our pizzaria, we stopped to admire the 
pizza oven—covered in decoration of broken tile bits.

Many dogs & cats everywhere here: One white cat on our 
walk into Ravello responded to Minou, Minou, Minou! All 
the cats seem calm & unafraid, love scratches with obvious 
bliss.
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Day 4: Monday, September 5, 2005—Paestum & the Cilento Coast

Day 4: Monday, September 5, 2005—Paestum & the Cilento Coast

Again up rather late after staying up late. Hilary wanted to 
go grocery shopping & to Positano & to the ceramics factory 
on our street. But Mark was moving slowly (he discovered 
that the coffee was decaf—aargh!) & we were up late. By the 
time we were all sorted out, it was getting fairly late in the 
morning & Hilary decided no grocery store.

We walked to the pottery workshop, but her new friend 
wasn’t there, so we went down to the coffee bar. Hilary & I 
bought stamps for postcards in the tabacchi. They look off 
for the ferry & Positano, we headed south to Paestum & the 
Cilento Coast.

We first went to the Supermercado in Cava Terreni, for car 
lunch—buffalo mozzarella, green olives & Neopolitan salami, 
ham, sweet cheese, bread, wine, & a hair dryer! It took forever 
to get to the grocery store, but we made it & headed out to the 
A3 to the N18 to Paestum; on the way we traveled thru buffalo 
mozzarella county—we could smell the buffaloes! There were 
dozens of stores selling it along the road—little shacks to big, 
modern market buildings.

Paestum was pretty cool & much bigger than we imagined. 
But 1st! We ran out of road (closed to most traffic) and pulled 
into a parking lot. There were no signs—at least that we could 
find—to tell us where we were. We got out of the car, scratch-
ing our heads and wondering if this was the place? We were 
at a restaurant or something. Suddenly Bucky said, “What’s 
that?” pointing thru the iron fence about 100 feet away on the 
other side of the ended road. Paestum!

We found a sign with price for parking, but no parking 
attendant, though there were 2 plastic chairs at the entrance. 
Another couple parked & were wondering where the atten-

dant was. She asked at the café next to the lot & a young 
fellow jumped up from his beer & buddies. We all paid and we 
thanked the lady.

We walked in at the north end, at the smallest temple, then 
walked slowly to the other end with 2 bigger temples, one well 
photographed. They are supposed to be the best preserved 
Doric temples anywhere.

Although much of the town has been excavated more of it 
has not. We saw at least 3 excavations in progress. When new, 
the temples’ columns were covered with enamel & marble & the 
fringes & upper decorations were vividly painted. Walls 
enclosed the inner sanctum & the temples were roofed—they 
must have been dark inside. The columns looked coral-like—
odd. Roads remained & an ampitheatre where animals were 
used. It looked much like a small modern stadium made of 
stone. Bricks and tiles were interspaced with stone—original 
or repairs? Paestum must have been a busy place 2,600 years 
ago.

On our way out  we wa l ked by t he church of  SS . 
Annunziata—Cadogan says “5th century Paleo-Christian.” 
We think another wedding might have been going on, so we 
didn’t poke in.









































The plain round capitals are Doric style. Hence Doric temples.
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Day 4: Monday, September 5, 2005—Paestum & the Cilento Coast

Cilento Coast, Perdifumo, mozarella

From Paestum we went south to the Cilento Coast, intend-
ing to have car lunch on a beautiful beach. We toured to 
Perdifumo because the Cadogan recommended the view of 
the Bay of Solerono for its height. Perdifumo is a beautiful 
small town with walls that have embedded pebbles to give 
a design. I petted a nice little Siamese there, and there were 
many dogs and cats.

We continued along the coast to A-something & Pioppi, 
supposed to be nice resorts. Maybe, but no good/public 
beaches. The coastal drive was gorgeous, but so was the 
mountain drive. By 7, we decided to have snack 2 & push 
home for supper alfresco on the terrace. Lot of slow traffic! 
Bucky wanted to take home buffalo mozzarella, so we pulled 
over in Cappaccio. For 7:40 €, we got 4 small balls of cheese, 
a soda bottle of local olive oil, 5 plum tomatoes & a melon. 
Bucky was asking the proprietor if they had olive oil, & since 
there was none for sale, the man had his wife give us some 
from what seemed to be a bottle of their own!

Coming back on the A3, the turn off for VSM is not marked 
in such. We ended up exiting at Cuos de Terreni—right by our 
supermercado! Finally home at 9:30, we enjoyed supper on 
the terrace. Bucky’s still out there, reading up on tomorrow’s 
excursion. The group will try again to go to Positano.
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Day 5: Tuesday, September 6, 2005—Mt. Vesuvius, Benevento

A glorious morning on the terrace getting organized.
We decided to pass on Positano and hike to the rim of 

Vesuvius.
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Day 5: Tuesday, September 6, 2005—Mt. Vesuvius, Benevento

Mt. Vesuvius

The exits for “Pompeii Scavi” are right off the A3, but the 
exit closest to the entrances to the site was closed. We exited 
at Torre Annunciata & followed brown signs. We traveled a 
ways thru a fairly nondescript neighborhood—half residen-
tial, half light industry, with few signs for Pompeii. We began 
doubting ourselves, but persevered & finally saw a sign.

The tiny road wended & wound itself up—big buses going 
up, hardly able to make the hairpin turns. At one point, 2 
enormous buses going opposite directions & trying to go past 
each other on a turn were stopped—doing a little oochy-
kootchy dance to slither past each other. We had a direct line 
of sight, & they could not have been more than 4–6 inches 
apart on their length as they passed each other!

The climb up Mt. V. was shared with hundreds of peo-
ple—Americans, Brits & Germans in the main, but other 
nationalities as well. Near the walk beginning, we were 
handed walking sticks by an enterprising Italian, not young. 
It turned out that on your way back, you were supposed to 
hand back the stick and give a tip.

Tourist shacks for drinks & souvenirs were spaced out along 
the walk. One of them at least we had to walk through—no 
trail around it.

Some people were frantically looking for, we presume, a 
missing student from an archeological tour. A car stopped 
driving down & the driver addressed Bucky in German—we 
assume that Bucky’s shorts, suspenders et al made him a 
likely German suspect. Yo’s family has German background 
after all.

M. V. was cool! Huge crater, with Napoli & environs spread-
ing out at its feet. If it ever again erupted, it would take even 

more lives.
The view was very hazy—humidity or smog? Capri was 

barely visible but the crater itself was amazing—big & deep. 
We could see steam seeping up in places; the rocks were color 
stained.

























The base of the old Funicular “which inspired the song Funiculì, Funiculà, composed in 1880.”































We had our picnic lunch at the bottom of the old funicular.
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Benevento

One of the highlights of the Campania area noted in the 
Cadogan was Trajan’s arch in Benevento, so we took a bit of a 
roundabout way home to see it. It stood at one end of a long 
street; at the other end was an ancient bit of a left over—Bue 
Apis, from the Roman era Temple of Isis.

We had some pretty good gelato while we walked.
The carvings on the arch were indeed lush and bombastic, 

and looked way too new to be so old!
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Day 6: Wednesday, September 7, 2005—Pompeii

Pompeii with the guys. What to say about Pompeii? Big, 
fascinating, best stuff closed for renovations! Still, we spent 
over 6 hours there & Hilary had her 1st Italian pipi rustico. 
Lots of stray dogs and cats. 

We had packed a picnic lunch in day packs but needn’t have 
worried. Opposite the entrance there was a block-long row of 
snack, water, groceries stands. While we got our tickets, B 
picked up the official map. That turned out to be handy.

Walking began OK, guide books being read & little details 
noted. We were standing around in the little house section of 
town, listening to a guide spout nonsense about how a buried 
pipe had spouted wine.

“He wishes it,” said B. He told us the guide was illegal and 
incompetent and looking for illegal tips; he was going on to 
the more impressive parts of town.

Bucky was apparently the only one who had any idea of 
what highlights should be seen or the time it might take to 
get to them all. He tried to be polite whipping kachina & it 
worked fairly well.

Lunch time in the cool of the Triangular Forum. While 
the Guys had a short nap on a bit of grassy lawn by the 
Ampitheater, B and I scouted for plaster casts. So after that, B 
was leading us by the official map, which had recommended 
routes to see the sights.

We found the house of Venus in a Bikini (undressing to 
bathe), House of the Faun, plaster casts of bodies. Pompeii 
was a city of 20,000+ people; 2,000 died there during the 
eruption.

Except for the closed items, most everything notable was 
seen, but just in time, with no time left for Herculaneum or 

the Villa of the mysteries. It was a nail biter for B.*

* I did a terrible job of guiding this day. Hilary wanted to go into town for cash 
money so we got a late start; no one was truly dressed properly, so heads baked 
and feet ached. No one had any idea of the magnitude of the Expotition, and that 
was my fault. Nathan was the trouper of the day, he made it all the way through 
with high spirits.
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Day 7: Thursday, September 8, 2005—Naples

Getting in/out of an urban area takes time. We left our 
house at 9:30 a.m. To drive to Salerno and for the train to 
Naples & got to the museum at 11:30. 

At the station, we discovered that trains for Salerno left at 
8:30 and 10:30, with the pizza restaurant we had been hoping 
to visit for supper opening at 7. We could have done it, but it 
might have meant getting home past midnight, with packing 
still to do. Plus, we haven’t figured out how to return our 
house key to Vittorio.

We met a nice older man upon arrival who enjoyed show-
ing Nathan hand games & who led us thru the underground 
transportation maze to the exit for the museum. We had a 
similar experience looking for our train/metro gate.

As in Pompeii, many of the museum rooms were closed, 
with the major disappointment being the Pompeii fresco 
rooms! One opened in the afternoon, so that helped. We 
spoke to a guard and were told there isn’t enough budget to 
staff all exhibits all the time, so some are always closed.

There was some confusion about entering the “Gabinetto 
Segreto” (Secret Room). We apparently, according to the info 
desk, had to make a reservation. Which we did, and obeyed 
the entry rules, but saw what appeared to be people just 
wandering in without being checked for reservations. In the 
Cabinet, we saw the sculpture of the Venus in Bikini.

Hilary had a good idea, since we weren’t going to get to the 
special pizza restaurant, and asked on of the info desk ladies 
where to get good pizza for lunch. So we had lunch at Aiello, 
almost right across the street from the main ebtrance to the 
Museum. We had to kind of wonder if it was going to be good, 
or just convenient!

—spaghetti a Vongole for Mark and Hilary ordered “fish 
wine”—she wanted wine with peaches & that’s what we finally 
got, after a lot of difficulty and not a little hilarity over the 
confusion between peach and fish. We all agreed Bucky’s 
ripieni was the best dish of the day.

The Guys left after lunch to go home. Mark in particular 
was a bit cagged after Pompeii. When we came home we 
found they had worked out key return. The Guys were getting 
ready for supper (snacking & walking), so we walked out with 
them. I paused to stop in a shop & somehow we lost them. We 
waited at the street junction to see if they would come back, 
but they didn’t. So we went to Raffaele’s where I had Glen 
Burnie style carnival fries and we got a gift of a local craft—a 
Raffaele restaurant ceramic ashtray boat! We at least hope it 
must have been made in the ceramics factory, therby qualify-
ing as a local craft.



The Farnese Atlas was 
in the news early this 
year, so we felt lucky to 
see it.













In the Secret Cabinet…



Charms for good luck.





















Examining a scale model of Pompei brought home what 
a task we had set ourselves.
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Day 8: Friday, September 9, 2005—Transfer to Sardinia: Caserta Vecchia & Capua

Our Amalfi Coast leaving day. Cloudy, threatening rain—
the guys had planned to go to Capri but scrapped the idea 
on account of the weather. We took our time packing (Bucky 
showed Nathan how to peel pine nuts & Hilary collected some 
marigold heads for me) & were ready to leave at 11 a.m. Hilary 
even gave me 75€!

We took the inland road instead of going around/under 
Naples to Roma so we could stop at Caserta Vecchia & Capua. 
Once we got out into the country the weather began clearing. 
We found Caserta, which has an interesting old hill-top fort 
(Torre e Castello de Caserta Vecchia. 861 ad) where guys were 
setting up for an outdoor performance.

Just below on Via Torre, was “restaurant row”. The 
Cadogan recommended 2 restaurants La Castellana & Paulo 
something—the 2nd smelled of stale smoke & the other 
(“expensive”) was deserted. Most of the restaurants were 
quiet except for one on the corner, which we chose. Food was 
“country kitchen” style, but our table was on a roofed, open 
air terrace overlooking the countryside. We spent a couple 
of hours there enjoying our lunch & the clean country air. 
Still hazy, though. I asked a blonde lady at the next table to 
take our photo. Caserta was a beautiful little town, ready for 
tourists.















A first glimpse of the cathedral ciborium (prismatic/octagonal dome) the Cadogan called “one of the glories of 
Arab-Norman architecture.”











The cathedral’s presepe.
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Capua basilica, Beneditta

We left town at about 4 or so to find the Capua basilica, 11th 
century, Saint Angelo in Formis, where there are 12th century 
frescoes, Byzantine in style, very cool. It is built on an older 
temple to Diana & some of the temple is incorporated plus 
some of the foundations are on display under plastic sheeting. 
Candles couldn’t be lit in one section—electric & burned out? 
(offertory). Lots of beautiful mosaic floors & on the pulpit, just 
a little remaining. And wedding #3—Francesca & Salvatore.

She was not a smiley bride, but wore a beautiful frothy dress 
like the other 2 we saw. The wedding mass was going on when 
we arrived so we waited. The music & hymns were especially 
beautiful and melodic. As the wedding concluded & attendees 
came out of the church, we saw that the women were dressed 
to the nines—slinky, revealing, stiletto heels, lots of black. 
We had parked in a lot down the street, & the people started 
out for their cars while the bride & groom had photos taken. 
We think we may be in some of them! A man asked Bucky to 
take his picture with 3 of the wedding attendees.















We found no notes on the iconography, but here someone is presenting the cathedral to Jesus.



















A Byzantine Last Supper: Jesus and the 11th disciple are reclining on big cushions.
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Civitavecchia

By the time we left Capua, it was going on 6 p.m., and 
we still had a way to go to get round Rome. As we began 
approaching Rome, there was a huge thunderstorm, seem-
ingly over Rome—big lightning bolts and buckets of rain. 
Traffic on the other side was stopped for miles, but we kept on, 
though it was slow going. We found the signage around Rome 
the best of the trip & we had no trouble getting around.

We arrived in Civitavecchia (bought gas just before the 
ferry) at about 9 or 9:30 but it took a while to get to the actual 
port & then to Sardegna Corsica ferries. We arrived early 
enough to be at the head of the line. People were standing 
around & walking to Mickey D’s!

 Finally the HUGE ferry arrived, playing tinny music—
Sardegna national anthem?—& eventually people & cars came 
off. Then a huge bus & several large trucks. Then, a service 
truck tried to back on—he made 6 or 7 attempts before he 
was successful. And then we went on—up a tiny ramp! I felt 
as if we were entering a Borgship. It was not until about 1 a.m. 
that we actually were on board and in our cabin (bunks in a 
small bedroom & a tiny shower). I went right to sleep, Bucky 
went out and had a Mirto—the bar keep would not sell him 
a limoncello! B said the bartender told him he was now in 
Sardinia, not Italy, and in Sardinia one drinks mirto.

Also B said a men’s choir was singing/practicing in the bar/
lounge.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirto_%2528liqueur%2529
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Day 9: Saturday, Sept. 10, 2005—Il Fungo, Li Muri, Tomba di Gigante Li Lolghi, Coddu Vecchiu

Day 9: Saturday, Sept. 10, 2005—Il Fungo (Monti Incappiddatu), Li Muri, Tomba di Gigante Li Lolghi, 
Coddu Vecchiu

At about 6:30 a.m. Saturday we were being knocked up for 
8 a.m. debarkation in Golfo Aranci. We walked out on deck—
gorgeous! Not chilly at all. We had actually gotten some 
sleep—people were asleep all over the boat—& the cresting of 
waves was pushing my mattress up in a lovely way.

We were a bit grogged of course, but we started out, com-
plaining abut signage all the way! It is horrible & we were tired, 
but Sardegna is wild and beautiful, a bit like California & the 
Languedoc. The sky was blue and so was the water. We 
decided to visit some sites in Arzachena while we were in the 
area, beginning with the town itself for coffee. I was hungry 
since we had not had supper after a big lunch in Caserta. We 
sat on the town square where a 3 day fete was underway. We 
were just in time for the greasing of the Maypole, which 
would be climbed late in the afternoon. A man in a bucket 
truck was greasing the pole very carefully.

Instead we saw part of the kids’ treasure hunt—4 teams 
each with a different f luorescent color plastic vest. Events 
included a one-legged hop up & down our piazza stairs, rac-
ing down a street, fishing in the fountain, then tearing off to 
some other location. We finished our sit & went looking for 
Sardinian ancient relics.

First on the list, & a reason for stopping in Arzachena, 
was Il Fungo (Monti Incappiddatu). A walk downhill from 
the piazza took us to the base of a small rock promontory, 
crowned with an oddly shaped rock/cave—The Mushroom! 
At its base are excavation sites of Neolithic camps. Nothing to 
see now, but a nice view of the formation.
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Day 9: Saturday, Sept. 10, 2005—Il Fungo, Li Muri, Tomba di Gigante Li Lolghi, Coddu Vecchiu

Li Muri, Tomba di Gigante Li Lolghi, Coddu Vecchiu

As promised by the Stone Pages, outside of town, they seem 
to be pretty well organized, at least in this area. A volunteer 
organization has taken over restoring and protecting the 
monuments. 

The office for the arch. park required 2 € per site per per-
son—sites would close from 1-3 for lunch/lack of staff. We 
decided we could do all 3: Li Muri (“best preserved of the 
several megalithic circles unique to the Arzachena culture”), 
Tomba di Gigante Li Lolghi, Coddu Vecchiu. All were on a 
smaller scale than some of the other sites we’ve seen.

The most interesting & odd thing was the “cat flaps.” Both 
Li Lolghi & CV were “giant’s tombs.” This a local designation 
for Neolithic barrows that had Bronze Age exedra—fronts—
added to them. The fronts were upright slabs of stone, 
worked—shaped—with the stone just in front of the barrow 
being really tall, & the others smaller as they went out to the 
sides. The middle tallest stones had little doors or holes cut 
into them at their bottoms—about the size of a book. Cat 
Flap Doors! Bucky laid down on the ground to take pictures 
through the cat flaps.
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Torre del Pozzo

Then off for our beach house. We were hot & during lunch, 
much was closed. Phones hard to find. We followed Mappy’s 
directions without actually using them—the direction signs 
followed Mappy’s route. We stopped in a town to call but it was 
shut tight, no phones. Finally stopped in Paulilatino & found 
a phone that worked. We had been having trouble getting our 
phone card to work, but we finally reached Antonina who 
gave her son Fabio’s # to call. It didn’t work!

We called her again, the money rapidly clicking away on 
our phone card, & she gave us a new #. This time we got Fabio, 
who told us to call him when we got to Torre del Pozzo so he 
could call his mother to walk over.

We had very little money left on our card and I had little 
expectation of finding a working phone in Torre del Pozzo. 
Our directions to the house did not include a street address—
Bucky was astounded that I accepted that! But we followed 
the directions, found the house—identifying it from the 
web site pictures—& Antonina, who lives just next door. She 
played the gracious hostess to the hilt, kissing me on both 
cheeks, having put out a hibiscus flower by the bed & in the 
living room and a bucket of bougainvillea. She did, however, 
count the final payment with focus!

We drove up to the town Alimentari up the slope & got 
an education from the owner. We bought ham, dried beef, 
melon, grapes, Mirto, white and red wine, goat cheese &  hard 
pecorino, 2 breads, water, olives, raddichio, tomatoes, onion. 
While I unpacked and showered, Bucky made our 1st plate of 
melon, grapes and dried beef. Then a second plate of ham, 2 
cheeses, bread &  tomato/olive/raddichio/garlic/onion salad 
(fabulous). The melon was delicious &  the grapes tasted like 

the white wine—white Concord.
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Day 10: Sunday, September 11, 2005—Bosa

We woke up at 8:30 or so with flea bites—here or the boat?* 
Please let it not be here! Both our faces were broken out and 
puffy. We look pretty bad, worse than sunburn.

Breakfast of coffee, melon, goat cheese. One load of laundry, 
diary writing and RAIN! Chatted with the Germans below—2 
young couples, and a friend or two, some fluent in English. 
They helped us figure out the clothes washer. They reminded 
us there is a festival today in Bosa—they’re planning to go. I 
say they “reminded” us because the festival had actually been 
on a list we had of possible things to do & look for, but we 
had neglected to check our list! We’re waiting for the rain to 
pass—a very dramatic storm. Blue sky showing—time to go?

* In retrospect, it’s likely what we had were bedbug bites from the pillows on the 
ferry. And we were darn lucky they didn’t hitch a ride to Torre del Pozzo on our 
clothes or luggage.







Oh no, rain!
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Riccardo’s, Bosa

We left for Bosa (Bo-Zah) around 1 p.m. or so, traveling 
up the coast towards Cuglieri (Coo-lee-airy?) thru Santa 
Caterina di Pittinuri → Cuglieri → Tresnurghes → Flussio → 
a bunch of towns → Bosa. Along the way, near Flussio, we 
stopped for lunch in Magomadas at a Cadogan restaurant rec-
ommendation—Trattoria “da Riccardo” di Cadoni Riccardo, 
Via Vitt. Emanuele 13—15. We were in a bit late, about 1:45, 
but they seated us; small, cute, families. (We  had tried to 
find another rec. restaurant—actually did find it in Cuglieri, 
called Desogos—the book put it on Via Cuglia, but it is on 
Vico C.—down a small alley. Another family run rest., it was 
full, no more seats.) So we continued on & found Riccardo’s.

He specializes in seafood (he’s a surfer) whereas traditional 
Sardegna’s food is carne. We shared their antipasti—miste 
seafood; we got 6 small dishes of 4 whelks, 6 tiny crabs to 
eat whole, apparently, munching crunching the thin shell, 
baby calamari, little piece of fish with tomato sauce, eel, and 
another tubulas, tomato sauce thing with a tiny comb-like 
shell or bone down the middle. Then, pasta—mine was 
ravioli with ricotta and tomatoes—Riccardo brought out 3 
fresh herbs to show us what was in it; oregano, sage and a 3rd 
unknown. Bucky’s spaghetti had fish roe, chopped up, saffron 
colored, rich, salty.

We were drinking an unlabeled bottle of local wine with 
our meal. Finally, a small grilled fish for me (tasted like the 
sea) & 2 cuttlefish for Bucky, grilled. Then 2 dolce—tradi-
tional cheese with honey & grapes plus another traditional 
dessert our local Alementari lady described—pastry with 
cheese, lemon, honey. Yum.

Bucky had been puzzling over the honey. Finally he said, 

“Cigarettes.” That was an odd analysis but I agreed. A flavor 
like the way smoke or ashes smell. Now that lunch was over, 
and we were one of the last tables still seated, Riccardo was 
talking to some diners. Can’t remember if he overheard Bucky, 
or Bucky asked, but Riccardo said, no, tobacco! Turned out 
it’s his own honey, (with a hive near the restaurant and mielle 
for sale) & the bees forage on tobacco f lowers! He seemed 
pleased Bucky had recognized the f lavor. So now we were 
chatting & Riccardo asked how we obvious tourists had found 
out about his restaurant. Bucky showed him the Cadogan. 
Then he definitely one-upped us—brought out his scrapbooks. 
His rest., previously in Flussio, has been written up in the NY 
Times & Bon Appetit—about 10 years ago! Dessert was compli-
mentary, perhaps because Bucky was interested in the honey?

After Riccardo, on to Bosa. We arrived, over a bridge (only 
navigable river in Sardegna?) and found a town park being set 
up for a flea market—same type of junk as at home, including 
an American Indian stall—jewelry, fake tapestries, yippee-
kiy-yiy music playing! This wasn’t such much. We met the 
Germans for a minute. They were trying to find somewhere 
to eat lunch, and said they were going to leave—bored with 
the “festival.” We walked with them a bit along the main 
street, looking for lunch. Not much was open.

Bucky noticed plastic flag banners draped across the street 
farther along. That caught his eye. Then he saw a costumed 
lady on horseback, so towards the chiesa we went, having 
parted with the kids.

People were gathered at the church entrance—a mass in 
progress? a blessing? Finally a priest emerged & deacons? (red 
shoulder capes) then a statue of the Madonna and an assem-
bling began—starting with the town band, priest and nuns, 
folk groups in costume, the lady on horseback. They all began 
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what seemed like a procession. People, including us, followed. 
This was more like it—a real festival.

We wound back & forth, walking thru narrow cobbled 
streets, passing Madonna shrines of draperies  & f lowers 
people had made in front of their houses, always uphill. Some 
of the shrines with plates for offerings of money, towns people 
observing from doors, upper stores and rooftops. The proces-
sion naturally got strung out a lot, but the way was obvious. 
We walked all the way up through the heat to the old ruined 
hilltop Castello where a mass (outdoors) was begun in front 
of a small chapel—most people standing or milling about the 
big old courtyard, the little Madonna installed on a table by 
the chapel.

A lot of people were taking the view from on top of the 
walls. We did, too & it was lovely—the old town and the river 
down in the valley. As we started to leave, thinking the mass 
(priest giving a sermon!) could go on for a long time, we 
read in the Cadogan that the little church had good frescoes 
that were usually locked up. A golden opportunity, but one 
that involved walking past 100s of people attending a very 
special outdoor mass & going into the church almost behind 
the priest conducting the mass. Bucky saw a couple of people 
go in however, & when we saw a backpack toting lady come 
out, he stopped her. She led us to the door & spoke in Italian 
to the man inside. We could come in for a very few minutes, 
because soon the statue of the Madonna would be carried in! 
We popped in for a quick glimpse—it was pretty dark inside, 
so we didn’t get a good look, nor did I take pictures but at least 
we can say we got in. So now we had been in the procession 
of “Nostra Signora di Regnos Altos (Our Lady Who reigns on 
High)” but we still don’t know why she moves up and down 
the hill!

























The Madonna begins the procession.











The Temo River down below.
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We walked back into town, taking the short cut—down 
several sections of stairs that led right back to the church. We 
saw an artisanal store where I bought Sardo olive oil & a small 
bottle of Mirto. I also discovered that the local lace is more 
expensive than the textiles! Over 100€ for a small piece, e.g. 
placemats.

A parade—the procession coming back down?—passed, 
heading for the church?

We walked around the Bosa square for a while, nothing 
much open for eating. A pizzeria was doing a landmark busi-
ness selling pieces BUT—45 minutes to get your pizza!

Instead we walked around to another little circle (jeeps 
parked, including American, on display) where there was 
a meat grill going—whole piglets, halved, on a huge wood/
charcoal grill. Lamb intestines stuffed with tripe, lamb liv-
ers & sausage chunks. Bucky ordered an intestine sandwich 
with peppers and mushrooms. One bite was sufficient for me! 
Rubbery, chewy, gelatinous. Uck. The peppers were delicious. 
Bucky liked it.

We sat on a bench to eat & the whole time some kids were 
climbing on the Jeeps and blowing the horns.

We drove home and found the German kids already long 
home—not enough action in Bosa. But they missed the 
procession! Cristolo invited Bucky down to look at beaches 
on the map & after a while, I joined them. We took our 
Mirto & red wine & stayed up late talking. When conversation 
lagged, Bucky started a game of “What’s it?” Turned out all of 
them (5) other than Cristolo are graphic art/communications 
majors & were really good at the game!

I threw in the towel after an hour or so & Bucky made us a 
little cold supper to eat in bed.
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Day 11: Monday, September 12, 2005—Many sites

Woke up a bit fuzzy! But Bucky went out procuring because 
I wanted eggs. He made fried eggs with ham on bread—fabu-
lous! Plus melon & strong coffee. It looked like rain, & then, it 
poured rain. Scratch a beach day! We got a late start to the 
day due to being grogged, then left at 11ish for Nuragic and 
dolmen sites.

•
Loie left a blank space in her diary for a list of the day’s sites. 

We never did get around to entering them in the diary, but 
this list of places and their sites is compiled using her excellent 
photography and the various references we carried.

Macomer: Di Tamuli. Multiple tombs; betyl menhirs with 
little “breasts,”—small protuberances about the size of walnuts; 
nuraghe and “settlement.”

Birori: Lassia. With the unfriendly dogs in the road. Dolmen 
Sarbogadas. With the bullet hole riddled sign.

Borore: Santu Bainzu (San Gavino) Tomba di Giganti. In a 
ruined state, contrasting with those seen our first day.

Paulilatino: Santa Cristina Settlement. Village walls, temple 
well (incredibly beautiful stone work); nuraghe (Loie noted 
elsewhere that she used her flash inside the nuraghe).

San Vero Milis: Nuraghe Su Uraki. The one we were embar-
rassed to have missed, driving right by it, then having someone 
who had stopped their car briefly point to it for us. Oh brother!

•

Notes on “Nuraghe” from Wikipedia:
The nuraghe (plural Italian nuraghi, Sardinian nuraghes) is 

the main type of ancient megalithic edifice found in Sardinia, 
developed during the Nuragic Age between 1900-730 BC. Today 
it has come to be the symbol of Sardinia and its distinctive 
culture, the Nuragic civilization.

According to the Oxford English Dictionary the etymology is 
“uncertain and disputed”: “The word is perhaps related to the 
Sardinian place names Nurra, Nurri, Nurru, and to Sardinian 
nurra heap of stones, cavity in earth (although these senses 
are difficult to reconcile). A connection with the Semitic base 
of Arabic nūr light, fire…is now generally rejected.” The Latin 
word “murus” (wall) may be related to it (M. Pittau, philologist), 
as the old Italian word “mora” (tombal rock mound), as used 
by Dante in his Comedy. The derivation: murus-muraghe-
nuraghe is debated.

The typical nuraghe is situated in areas where previous 
Prehistoric Sardinians Cultures had been distributed, that is 
not far from alluvial plains (though few nuraghi appear in 
plains nowadays, as they were destroyed by human activities 
such as agriculture, dams and others) and has the shape of a 
truncated conical tower resembling a medieval tower (outside) 
or a beehive (inside). The structure’s walls consist of three 
components: an outer layer (tilted inwards and made of many 
layers of stones whose size diminishes with height: mostly, lower 
layers consist of rubble masonry, while upper layers tend to 
ashlar masonry) shaped like a tower, an inner layer, made of 
smaller stones (to form a bullet shaped dome called “Tholos”: 
ashlar masonry is used here more frequently), an intermediate 
layer of very small pieces and dirt, which makes the whole con-
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struction very sturdy: it stands only by virtue of the weight of its 
stones, which may each amount to several tons. Some nuraghes 
are about 20 metres (60 ft) in height. A spiral stone stair was 
built within the thick walls, leading to upper floors (if present) 
and/or to a terrace.

Today, there are little less than 7,000 nuraghes still extant 
in Sardinia, although their number was somewhat larger, 
originally. Nuraghes are most prevalent in the northwest and 
south-central parts of the island.



Macomber, then Di Tamuli.







These poor old ruins look nothing like the Giants’ Tombs of our first day. Yet that’s what they are.

















The conical stones are “betyls,” little gods. Watch for the breasts.















On to the nuraghic settlement.

















These walls must be reconstructions, or modern.













Birori, to see Lassia and Dolmen Sarbogadas.











A tomb we think was Lassia was unpreposessing.





When some unfriendly dogs gathered, we decided to push on.



















We followed this scooter for a mile or more before we could pass. Eventually we were sure we were lost forever. Then we 
came to an intersection we could locate on the map.



Santu Bainzu (San Gavino) Tomba di Giganti





Could the cat flap stone still be standing as originally, or had it been restored?





The little sign says something is “of Borore.” Correct place!
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Sacred well

The Sacred Well was probably the most beautiful thing we’ve 
seen yet. It’s Bronze Age, and the shaping of the stonework was 
amazing. The walls over the steps narrowed in with an incredibly 
subtle curve. 

B wondered if the curve is a catenary, or a parabola, interrupted 
at the top?























































































San Vero Milis: Nuraghe Su Uraki. Drove right by it, had to ask directions.
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Home

By the time we finished the sites, I was exhausted & still 
not feeling well—with drink & late night before, mosquito 
bites & a cold. I was less than enthusiastic about more. I really 
did not have the mental or physical energy to drive home, get 
cleaned up, take a slow drive out again for supper. I found the 
Osteria al Bue Rosso in Seneghe, but it was closed for Monday 
night (all day?)

According to the Cadogan, Mattea Ussi ran restaurants 
in Cagliari, Venice and Padove before “Converting this 
1910 cheese factory into a restaurant—cum—coffee house,” 
“hosting the occasional literary reading,” & also acting as 
the “contact for a network book of restored 18th century 
farmhouses in the area operating as B&B’s.” Since we couldn’t 
get in, we decided to opt for the easy way out & have supper at 
“our” local restaurant—Bar Capitano—which turned out to 
be OK, not spectacular. The mussels marinara were the best. 
The pastas OK. My bue rosso was not bad, though I was too 
full to eat it & we brought it home.

Strange couples—“Harpo Marx” flirtation lady.



Exploring for a restaurant: Bue Rosso on the hoof.
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We got an early start for us, abut 9:30, to go to Cagliari and 
hopefully, some megalithic sites plus supper @ the Osteria. 
We drove thru Oristano—looked reasonable on the map—but 
a mistake. That took time vs what looked a big detour to get 
to the main road. That, plus a couple of Agip stops took a 
couple of hours to reach Cagliari.

But Cagliari proved to be the bigger hurdle. Our maps look 
useful but aren’t. The map book page shows a black & yellow 
knot of roads with 3 big red ones coming in. The smaller scale 
town map doesn’t give much help to know which of the big 
named streets, e.g. Via Roma, match to exits. Plus, there is 
a ring road around Cagliari, then N-S roads, many of which 
are blocked off. Whewph! We spent a fair amount of time 
trying to get to the Museum.

We finally made our way in, drove around the little square 
just by the docks a few times before Bucky managed to iden-
tify the way up the hill & parked in an enormous underground 
parking lot—reserved for “L’Unione Nationale.” There were 
NO street signs in town!

Once parked, we found the museum piazza fairly 
quickly & the Nat’l Museum BUT, @ abut 12:30 found that the 
museum was closed from 12—2 for a “staff meeting!” Rats! 
Bucky says they just decided to have a long lunch. Decent 
toilets & an expensive little café with tolerable food whiled 
away the time.

The part of the museum in which we were most interested 
took up about one short aisle! The best thing was the Cycladic-
looking figure. There were others, but this one, while stone, 
was clean lines & beautiful.

There was other prehistoric stuff in the museum but the 

front desk clerk said it was mixed throughout the upstairs 
displays which were organized by area, not chronology, so we 
decided to forego further museuming.
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Pranu Muttedu

We retraced our steps to the door to our area of the parking 
garage—locked! We walked to the next one & it was open. 
Phewph! (Used elevator—gigantic garage). We found our 
car & asked a helpful attendant how to get out of Cagliari. It 
was much easier than getting in—once in, we sort of knew 
how the place worked.

Another stop we had hoped to make was to an ISOLA 
store.* We found it on our map, but it was on the other side 
of a tangle of streets we thought might be partially in tun-
nels, etc. We decided not to try to navigate Cagliari—the 
unmarked streets were just too challenging. Instead, we 
charged out to Pranu Muttedu.

Town of Goni; Pranu Muttedu—“Sardinia’s Stonehenge”—
east of Senorbi almost proved to be our Waterloo! Like many 
Italian towns, you must drive thru it & like many Italian 
towns, driving is not easy! Unlike American towns, roads 
wind & turn & signage is inadequate or non exisistent. A side 
trip thru neighboring Suelli provided a short detour—several 
times!**

* Sardinia has several cooperative stores selling local crafts: the ISOLAs. I don’t 
think we ever found out what the acronym stands for, unless it’s just an appropria-
tion of the word for “island.”

** We didn’t keep good notes, so now the exact sequence of events is lost. But, 
perhaps in Senorbi there was a sign for perhaps Goni; we followed it. Another sign 
was then pointing to a direction we knew was wrong. Back into town, check the 
sign, follow it: wrong again. Back into town, find the d*mned sign, and stop while 
traffic piled up. On close examination, it became apparent the sign’s directional 
arrow had once upon a time been covered over with tape, most of which had 
peeled off. We assumed the sign’s arrow had been modified by hand, and the 

There had been spitting rain as we drove through Senorbi 
and it lifted only as we found Pranu M. But Pranu M turned 
out to be very cool. 

The site was on 2 sides of the road. We bought our tickets 
at the little shed just inside the iron gate. The ticket lady told 
us to walk the self-guided trail on the other side of the road, 
then return for a tour. She praised us for being brave in the 
weather—of course she doesn’t know we’ve driven the stone 
age in Scotland! The trail went past several ruined tombs. 
Then a series of Domus de Janus (witches houses). There were 
wonderful views out over rugged valleys & ridges. Then, back 
across the road for our tour, which was us & the guide!

modification had peeled off. So the original, incorrect, but now visible arrow was 
pointing the wrong way! We went straight on, instead of following the peeling 
sign, and were on the right road. Oh brother!
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“Sardegna’s Stonehenge”

Our guide was cute, though we put little stock in her facts! 
She said she provides guided tours throughout Sardegna, then 
acted surprised when we told her where we were staying—a 
long drive home, she thought. (Also bought tee shirts here—
one for me, one for Mary H.)

Called Sardegna’s Stonehenge, what was remarkable was 
the state of preservation of the main monument, with its 
carved cube in the center. According to the guide, there 
originally was a huge ring. Also a line of standing stones 
of different sizes (representing ancestors?) a pair of stones—
male and female, with the female one having concave breasts 
plus a perfectly worked stone—not like the beautiful ring of 
Brogar with its unworked slabs. We were at this site till it was 
growing dark.
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Bue Rosso and Home

This night was our night for supper at the Osteria Bue 
Rosso—meat night! Getting there was interesting. We drove 
up into Seneghe thinking we’d find the piazza address right 
in the town center. No luck. We parked and asked some men 
for the piazza. No one knew it! Then Bucky showed them the 
book & they all of course knew the osteria—at the “fontane” 
back the way we had come.

We went back, slowly, & just at the edge of town where we 
had come in, a little pull over place was the “piazza” and the 
restaurant. Oh brother!

Not open till 8:30 so we walked across the road to a park 
and saw the fontane—a pipe in a brick wall. Some kind of 
memorial?

We both ordered the Menu. Our “antipasta” was about 6 
small dishes of various presentations of bue rosso*—one in 
particular was pickled or marinated & very delicious but all 
were fabulous.

Then pasta (delicious) & a plate of meat. I had anther order 
of potato fritte (like Glen Burnie carnival fries). A carafe of 
house wine. The osteria was small, the owner a large, stout 
woman. It seemed pretty clear there were a lot of regulars, 
including a large table towards the end of the evening for a 
birthday cake & party for a teenage boy. Lots of wine & soda; 
no “Happy Birthday” sung. Bucky ordered a seadas for 
dessert.

* “Red ox.” A special breed of cattle indigenous to Sardinia. We took some 
pictures of a small herd in a field near sunset. Their color was glowing red in the 
late light.
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This was decided to be our beach day, because we finally 
had the perfect blue sky, hot day. We didn’t charge out, but 
looked for our near home beach—Bucky had been downstairs 
the night before with the German kids reviewing their beach 
recommendations. (Was this the 1st time the septic system 
had to be pumped? Or the day before?)

We found “our” beach—but while it was a beautiful set-
ting, the beach itself was not the wide, long, golden or white 
soft sand of our imagination! There was a rather tacky bar 
on the beach & a few people lying about. The water was very 
clear, & COLD! We took a swim anyway getting accustomed 
quickly & strolled about in very mild swells.

We sat on the beach for a while. Bucky may have had a brief 
snooze & I walked a little, picking up a few shells. I will never 
look at a butterfly clam in the same way after eating the tasty 
little things in spaghetti al vongole. One older lady sunbathed 
topless & a man tried to launch himself on a parasail, but alas, 
not enough wind. We decided to have one more swim & then 
see some more sites (Water was very salty, just like the food; 
lots of dark sea plants, with ? seeds/balls that looked like 
kiwis.)

Because we had spent time at the beach, this seemed to be a 
good day to visit Tharros & San Giovanni di Sinis, with plans 
to go to Desogos for supper.
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San Giovanni di Sinis

San Giovanni is NOT undiscovered! There was a cute little 
souvenir shop right next to the church. The church was inter-
esting—Bucky immediately figured out the little bit that was 
the old original part, & we laughed reading the story of the 
baptismal font—taken from another town, whose population 
claims rights to this day to have their annual celebration in 
this church.

This old part of the church is the 2nd oldest church in 
Sardegna, dating from AD 476.
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Tharros

Next we went to Tharros.
There was confusion over exactly where to park. An impo-

lite German with a friendly wife—offered no parking info to 
Bucky. But as we walked up to the ruins, we did speak a bit 
with the wife—himself charged onward.

An interesting collection of ruined buildings that formed 
the town 1st established by the Phoenicians around 730 BC. 
They liked double ports, so this was a good location. According 
to the Cadogan, finds at the site show the Phoenicians traded 
with the Celts, Etruscans, Cypriots & Egyptians, & later, the 
Carthaginians.

When the Romans took over, there were improvements to 
the town—paved roads, sewer system, etc.

Bucky, at some point during our visit, learned that the food 
tradition in Sardegna is based on meat, not seafood (of which 
there is plenty) because so much trouble over the centuries 
came from the sea. This was certainly true at Tharros, where 
Saracen raids in the 1070s made life too dangerous & the place 
was abandoned as people moved to Oristano, taking stones 
from the town with them for building. Tharros as we saw it 
dates to 3rd cent. Roman occupation.

We were going to walk to the top of the town for the view, 
when we realized it was 7 p.m.—if we wanted to try to eat at 
Desogos we needed to make tracks!
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No restaurants!

Bucky drove fast back up the peninsula & up to Algheri. We 
re-navigated ourselves, but when we found the Vico, the rest 
looked dark. I got out to inquire—some kind of “problems”—
not open tonight, open tomorrow, at 8:30. Pooper’s, again!

I found another restaurant in the book, the expensive 
Meridiana. It was a bit easier to find, & looked classy, but 
all the tables were booked. Disgusted that we had raced all 
around the countryside to no avail, we decided to fall back on 
the Captain’s Bar, & hope it was open for more mussels! It was.

Bucky was thoroughly discouraged & grumpy, but we 
had a decent meal & were close to home. This night we had 
pizza & being about the last people, ended up chatting with 
our waiter, who was very happy we had come back. We chat-
ted on the deck by the door, drank some Mirto & bought a 
bottle of wine. At 1st he said, “No, no Mirto!” Then he asked 
the person in charge and voila! We had Mirto. Not as good as 
our 1st bottle, but still, Mirto.
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Thursday we chose to head inland to Nuoro & the I.S.O.L.A. 
Bucky had been disappointed in what we had seen to date 
for Sardegnan crafts. He wanted to go to Nule to look for 
a rug, where they make the vertical loom rugs But the 
drive to Nuoro took time & we read in the book that the 
Isola was closed from 1-4. So, we decided to find the store, 
verify the hours & relax over lunch in Nuoro. A very nice 
shop keeper told us we did not have to pay for parking @ 
that time and recommended a rest. around the corner— 
Su Nugoresu (Pizzeria), Piazza San Giovanni 7, Nuoro 
(0784.258017).

The most remarkable part of this meal was the wine—
Mamuthone (Giuseppe Seliesu Cannonau di Sardegna in 
Mamojada, 2004, 15.5% al.)* Bucky ordered an unknown item 
which turned out to be (organ?) meat, warm and pickled/
marinated, much like one of the appetizer meats at the 
Osteria.

The facing piazza was cute, we were in shade looking at a 
blue sky—lovely. We saw a sign on the door for a “gastronomi 
race”—our restaurant, being a pizzeria was featuring Pizza 
Su Nugoresu.

* Loie did not record in her diary, because we did not see, anything about the 
Mamuthones. The wine was named for a bizarre Sardinian custom of dressing in 
costumes comprising sheepskins loaded with 60 pounds of brass cowbells, and 
a handcarved wooden mask, to parade in a Carnival festival. Sadly, we were not 
there at the right time of year to witness this. But we did drink some wine in their 
honor!
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Fonte Sacra di Su Tempiesu

Since we did not have time to get to Nule, we chose a 
site—our second sacred well, the Fonte Sacra di Su Tempiesu. 
(South of Orune). We had driven & driven to find Nuoro 
up the mountains (missed the ONLY exit sign behind a 
truck & had to go the long way) & now we had another drive to 
find the site. Again, typical of Italy, we see a sign and follow it; 
then nothing. We thought we found it—saw some ruins—so 
we stopped for Bucky to scout it out. Shortly after he went 
thru the gate, a car with 2 men barreled thru. We were in the 
mts., little traffic, & I wondered if the local vigilantes were 
out! We’ve seen evidence that shooting historical site markers 
was a favorite pastime out in the boonies. I was considering 
how much longer I’d wait before driving in to find Bucky (it 
had really only been a few minutes) when he came trudging 
out—a construction site!

But we did find more signs & wound our way up a very nar-
row, deserted mountain road which became a dirt road—poor 
Smarty Pants! At the final sign we found a very nice, brand 
new tourism center! Perched on the sides of the mountain, 
it had a small museum & shop, a bar (free glass of Mirto!), 
very clean, modern toilets, & 3 people standing around doing 
very little. We paid €2.50 each to walk down a switchback 
trail—marked with signs identifying botanical specimens—3 
or 4 languages; passed a reconstructed hut & went down a hot, 
dry, dusty, steep trail.

It was worth it. This well was much smaller than Santa 
Cristina, but lovely. It was buried in a rockslide ages 
ago & rediscovered several decades ago, supposedly by some-
one wanting to make a vegetable garden. It is reminiscent 
of a New England lightning-splitter house, albeit made of 

stone & missing its original peak. Two stone arches in the 
center are each carved from a single peace of stone & set in. 
The stones, like SC, were set in to create the beautiful & subtle 
“gradual closing in” effect. Water came out of a spout, trav-
eled along a groove cut in the stone, went underground a 
little short way & came out on the other side, in front. Votive 
objects were found here & it was believed the waters cured 
bone & eye diseases. Bucky & I both washed our hands.



Stopping off for views on our way up the mountain.



















Orune, our destination.





Finally, a sign!





The steep trail down to the well.















































A few modern stones have been added.









Bucky points out the subtle curve at the bottom of the enclosing walls.
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ISOLA and Nuoro

Back up the trail—we had to get to the ISOLA! At the top, 
we chatted with the 2 men and women. One claimed to be 
the much younger man in the brochures helping with the 
excavations. He said he was a “Bronze Age Sardegnan!” There 
was a nice little gatti there, very calm and relaxed. The other 
man asked if Bucky was a professor then started talking abut 
Memphis & Elvis. We weren’t sure if he was telling us he’d 
been there, or if there was a museum there we’d like to visit 
to see some Sardegnan stuff—that seems unlikely!

Back to Nuoro and the ISOLA, now open. Very mod-
ern store with many types of crafts, but none in particular 
grabbed our attention. B had been hoping for a weaving to 
compliment our Navajo rug. He decided the rugs for sale 
were too modern—interpretations, maybe, of old designs but 
not very interesting. In the end I bought earrings he agreed 
were beautiful: little gold domes composed of a hundred tiny 
gold balls. 

These were a type of ornament known from the island that 
were ancient buttons. So that certainly counted as a Local 
Craft!

Since by this time it was going on 8 p.m., we didn’t think 
even Captain John’s would be open by the time we drove home, 
so we picked a selection from the French Guys Cadogan—Da 
Giovanni serving “authentic trattoria food.” It was hard to 
find (big surprise!)—we asked 3 people, the 1st of whom we 
approached when (as it turned out) standing a few doors 
from the rest. She sent us in the wrong direction. Someone 
else pointed us back.

When we found it (a tiny sign on the door) and went 
upstairs, we found a big, plain, dingy, EMPTY room. Bucky’s 

instincts were to run like a bunny, but the French Guys rec’d 
it, so we stayed. BIG MISTAKE.

Son—45–50ish, took our order (very simple menu) then 
went out to another room & got Momma. Momma was about 
70, stout, grim & pissed off. She stomped by in her light blue 
house dress & slippers and & into the kitchen. Shortly after our 
appetizer was served. Sonny brought out Bucky’s pasta. Chef 
Boyardee, for sure. Shortly thereafter, Momma stomped back 
out, returning to her barco lounger & TV opposite the toilets. 
Bucky did get some stewed meat—perhaps the boar meat 
specialty? That was good, but all else, e.g. my tomatoes (not 
ripe, undressed, thick slices on a plate) was awful. At least it 
was cheap. While I was in the bathroom, Sonny apologized 
to Bucky for the pasta coming out so fast. We concluded that 
Momma didn’t want to work that night.

Shortly before we ran out, a German couple came in. I felt 
sorry for them having to bring Momma back out. We left 
our money on the table & f led—Sonny came racing to the 
top of the stairs with the €2 change but we ran faster, waving 
without looking back.

We walked the main street to a little bar for Mirto & café. 
Loads of people out—a lot of teens & 20 somethings. Then 
home, which turned out to be a much faster drive late at night.



Back at the visitor’s center.
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Day 15: Friday, September 16, 2005—Coastal Drive to Alghero; Anghelu Rulu Necropolis; Transfer to Rome

We planned a noon start, since our ferry did not leave 
until 9 p.m.. The downstairs Germans were also packing up 
to leave. We did not have to pay any extra for electricity, but 
poor Antonina was having a fit on account of having to have 
the septic tank pumped out again—at about €300 a pop, she 
didn’t make much money that week. She blamed it on the 
kids putting too much toilet paper and tampons down the 
toilets. Later, Bucky commented that the septic probably just 
wasn’t sufficient for seven people—5 down and 2 up.

I packed in a leisurely fashion trying to keep our Roma 
needs in 2 bags. It was slow but pleasant going, with breakfast 
in between. Antonia insisted we have a visit before we left. 
Bucky wanted to get on the road. But when we walked up 
to her terrace to say goodbye, she grabbed my arm & would 
not let go! So we had café & a chat. Her son Marcello joined 
us—he spoke English, & we talked about our visit & tips for 
improving their business—a new venture for them. He asked 
if we would translate/edit his English & we said of course we 
would. It was a beautiful morning & Antonina’s house looked 
very lovely—but she needs Bucky to prune the neighbor’s 
trees that are obstructing her view of the Sardegna Sea.
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Coastal Drive to Alghero

We drove to Bosa to begin the coastal drive to Alghero, 
which was supposed to be beautiful, & it was. We didn’t have 
the brilliant sun to make the fantastic colors in the water but 
it was still spectacular. Although no eagles.

Plus, we had time for one more site—Anghelu Rulu 
Necropolis, north of Alghero, & right on our drive to the ferry. 
Of course, getting thru Alghero was another matter…but we 
did it.
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Anghelu Rulu Necropolis

AR is “one of the most important Neolithic sites in 
Sardegna”—beginning with burials in 3,300 BC. This burial 
site was used for centuries, & so shows changes in burial 
(tomb) styles. It also has some decorations, tho some were 
easier to see than others! Some tombs were built to replicate 
houses & supposedly, there is some red ochre painting. We 
found about 25% of what the book claims is there. Somebody 
having a bit too much mirto, we think.
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Transfer to Rome

We had car lunch outside the site (soulful begging dog 
kept us company) and I bought 3 pendants—2 for gifts. By 
the time we started out again it was 4:30 or so, and I wasn’t 
sure how long it would take us to arrive at Olbia. We did 
think we might squeeze in one more stop, at the Pozzo di San 
Testa—another nuraghic holy well near Golfo Aranci, plus 
a beautiful white sand beach nearby. But we couldn’t find it, 
though we did find 2 sets of blue arrow road signs that were 
blank! Opting not to be late, we drove back to Olbia.

We had arrived early in the morning a week earlier, tired, 
but this time Olbia looked much bigger than we remembered. 
We drove all around & finally found the port. As we drove 
in, the man who stopped us told us we needed to go to Golfo 
Aranci, 20 km North! Sure enough, our tickets—which we 
hadn’t bothered to read, thinking we knew where we were 
going—said GA. How we made that wrong assumption we 
still haven’t figured out! And of course, then we saw a brown 
sign for PdiST but I asked Bucky to drive on.

When we arrived in GA, it was very touristy, with a small 
port & almost no cars in line. We parked & left the car to 
find a Panini & Mirto. It was about 7:45 & by the time we 
parked & sorted things out, about 8 p.m. we figured we had 
at least an hour, based on our Civitavecchia experience. We 
toyed briefly with walking into town for pizza, but decided 
to sit at an outdoor bar within view of the ship. I was halfway 
thru my tuna sandwich when I realized cars were going 
on the boat! It was maybe 8:30. We sprang to our feet & ran, 
along with several other people. Luckily, since there weren’t 
many cars parked on the quay, those in line behind us could 
drive around parked Smarty Pants.

This ferry pulled out promptly at 9 p.m. & didn’t buck & roll 
as much as the first sail. Our berth was not as new—the ship 
was older, but we had a longer sleep. We got 1 knockup at 5:30 
and by 6:30 they were cleaning cabins & by 7 we were off the 
boat.



The world’s most helpful intersection.
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Yep, off the boat by 7 a.m.—Bucky very grogged, & the sun 
barely up. We had 2½ hours before our taxi was due to pick 
us up at the airport, with only about a 45 minute drive from 
Civitavecchia. We killed some time in an Autogrille, then 
stopped for gas. Finding the car return was difficult & we also 
got a scare—the clock coming into the airport was wrong, but 
for a few minutes we thought we might be an hour late.

Our taxi driver showed up at 9:40—more of a limo than a 
taxi. It was a great relief to just sit & ride to our apartment, & a 
quick ride it was.

Natalia was waiting for us—the entrance to the building 
was in a small street & inside the building (we were 2nd level 
up) it was dark, dank, smelly. She gasped when she saw our 
luggage (so had the taxi driver) & said we’d need 3 elevator 
trips. Fine by B, the luggage handler par excellence.

The apartment was charming—small, but well outfit-
ted &  la id out.  Nata l ia sat down with us &  gave us 
tips & restaurant recommendations. There won’t be any extra 
charges on leaving. Notes: Natalia from Trieste—coffee—Still 
cleaning when we arrived—Bossy helper—Miami apartment.

We  showere d  ( lot s  of  w ater) &  he ade d  for  t he 
Colosseum & also to the Lancelot Hotel to leave a message for 
the guys & our phone # (N gave us a cell phone).
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Colosseum, Santa Maria in Cosmedin

We walked around the Colosseo, & walked up to the ticket 
booth in the Forum to buy admission tickets so we could 
bypass the line @ the Colosseo. The Colosseo, even through 
much is gone, is still enormous. Modern stadiums still use 
the same basic plan of building. Terrible to imagine the 
bloodshed that took place here.































Going upstairs, we walked past an exhibit of scratched graffitti from the old Colusseum: gladiators!



















Although not recorded in the trip diary, we also walked down to Santa Maria in Cosmedin to see the mosaics and cosmati 
floor.
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La Notte Bianca

We got together with the Guys for the fabled La Notte 
Bianca. Supposedly all Rome would be up all night. “The 
White Night will involve the main places of the city, from the 
most traditional to the most unusual museums municipal, 
state and private, historic squares, villas and gardens, cultural 
institutions, institutions, theaters, libraries, churches and 
places of worship, cinemas, art galleries, sports centers, shop-
ping centers, night clubs, shops, eateries and places normally 
closed to the public.” Nathan particularly wanted to go to a 
library in the middle of the night!

Started out after supper and the rain poured down. We 
were trapped at the Colosseum while water streamed all 
around. The gutters overflowed our feet. Hilary grabbed an 
umbrella that was blowing by, and we ran back to our respec-
tive rooms. Oh brother!

Hilary said they saw on their TV that people were actually 
out partying in the rain, attending concerts and so forth. Not 
us!
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Day 17: Sunday, September 18, 2005—Palatine Hill, Tabularium, Capitoline Museum; Bocca della Verita, 
Temples and Cloaca Maxima

(The trip Diary has no notes for this and the next day. Pictures 
will have to tell the story!)



The renaissance Farnese “Nympaheum” on the huge stairs leading up to the Palatine Hill on its north side. These stairs 
overlook the Forum.





On the Palatine Hill.

















Looking southwest, towards the river. The open space with the dirt paths is the site of the Circus Maximus.









Back at the north side, looking out over the west end of the Forum. The other Hills of Rome are ahead and to the right.





On the right, a church with columns in front of it has a door behind the columns: a door topped by a semi-circular pedi-
ment. The bottom of the door represents the ground level in Medieval and Rennaisance times.











Beyond the east end of the Forum, the Colosseum rises above the horizon.







Going down off the Hill, we dabbled our hands in a fountain. Now we’ll always go back to Rome!





Views of the Forum from the balcony of the Tabularium, a structure beneath the Capitoline Hill. The Palatine Hill is in 
the background on the right. 





















Up out of the Tabularium, and into the Palazzo Conservatori, one of the two Capitoline Museums.





























The Piazza Campidoglio, between the two museums.





Around to the south side of the Senate building, viewing the Forum more or less from the north end of the Tarpeian 
Rock. Traitors were thrown off this little cliff to their deaths on the forum floor.



Fans of the movie Roman Holiday should recognize the Bocca della Verita.







Across the piazza from the Mouth of Truth are two of the best preserved temples in Rome: the Temple of Hercules Victor…





…and the Temple of Portunus.









Just beyond the little temples is the now embanked Tiber River.









Back to our apartment by way of the Circus Maximus, with the Palatine Hill in the background.
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Day 18: Monday, September 19, 2005—Santa Maria della Vittoria, Saint Peter’s, Sistine Chapel, Spanish 
Steps, Trevi Fountain, Pantheon

This must have been a tiring day! But Loie looks lovely at the 
fountain.



Bernini’s Ecstasy of St. Teresa in the church of Santa Maria della Vittoria.













A sculpture of Saint Vittoria, Virgin and Martyr, murdered 250 ad for refusing to marry.



On to Saint Peter’s!











Our hero. This scarf seller warned us Loie would not be allowed in the cathedral with her bare shoulders. We refused his 
offer to sell a scarf. He turned out to be correct and we stood in the security line all over again after buying a scarf.











On our way to the Sistine Chapel, passing the The Fontana della Pigna. Except it’s a Stone Pine (umbrella pine) tree cone, 
from which we get pignole nuts. Nathan and I were cracking them in Vietri sul Mare.











In the Hall of Maps, of course Loie needed to get this one.





Unfortuneatly, the pictures in the Chapel and raphael rooms didn’t turn out well. We’ll show this one just for purposes of 
historical documentation!







The Fontana della Barcaccia (Old Boat) at the foot of the Spanish Steps.









A whirlwind tour! The Trevi fountain, mostra of the Acqua Virgine aqueduct.













A trouper: fresh as a dasiy! These are the bare shoulders considered inappropriate for the basilica.



The famous gelateria near the fountain.





The Pantheon. Loie’s favorite building.
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Having packed nearly everything the night before, there 
was little to do but get up & shower & finish the last bit of 
packing. Bucky set the alarm which went off promptly at 7:30. 
Bucky packed car lunch & a taxi driver arrived just before 9 
a.m.

The usual long slog—short f light from Roma to LHR—
about 2½ hrs. A long & arduous self transfer to Terminal 4. A 
small waiting room. But, not much security hassle. 7:45 flight 
home, due to head wind.

We’re in the last leg now, about an hour out & bumpy. 
Because it’s light out, I’m not sleepy. But it’s 11:30 p.m. Rome 
time.
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Echoes

The cat flap openings in the giant’s tombs seemed truly bizarre. Yet 
after we returned, I remembered the Dolmen Gallardet in southern 
France. I got out our picture album of that trip, and sure enough, it 
had a carved entrance. A bit larger than the tiny ones in Sardinia, 
but there it was.

It took a few minutes to find a web site that claimed “[The temple 
wells] are reminiscent of similar Greek buildings with their long 
rectangular layout and doubled entrance “in antis” and testify to 
contacts with the Aegean World, which has been confirmed by the 
finding of Mycenaean ceramics in nuraghic contexts.”

Then I remembered the “breasts” on the betyls, on the Cycladic-
type figure in the museum in Cagliari, and the “breasts” on the 
stones of the allés couverte in northern Brittany. It was beginning 
to seem like there just wasn’t much new under the sun. All of these 
places and stone constructions and art were beautiful, and all a joy 
to find and see. The outlines of the entrances to the Temple wells 
were perhaps the most beautiful things I’ve ever seen.

But Sardinia confirmed the impression the prehistoric sites 
were a jumble, or a web, or Gordian knot or something whose 
concepts would never be straightened out. At least, not by a couple 
of amateurs.

Long Time Coming
It may be in another hundred years of archaeology will tease out 
the thoughts behind the stones. There’s a lot of finely discriminated 
work going on. Ideas about the nature of Neolithic societies are 
changing all the time. When I was in school, the accepted wis-
dom was that the earliest were peaceful, matriarchial egalitarian 
Goddess worshippers. Now that’s being argued, but I have no way 

of evaluating the arguments. It’s tough to keep up when you’re not 
in school, with the resources of a good academic library at hand, 
surrounded by people who share an interest in this kind of esoteric 
stuff. It was an amazing coincidence to meet the young Germans 
who knew about Gobekli Tepe, and learn that we might be able to 
find someone to help us visit it.

The other amazing coincidence of the carved entrances, and 
reading about possible Mycenaean influences, made me sure the 
Neolithic was not the beginning Loie and I were seeking. To be 
fair, many of the sites we had seen in Sardinia were actually Bronze 
Age provenance. The cat flaps were early Bronze Age additions to 
Neolithic barrows. Yet they were firmly in a megalithic heritage. 
Some kind of ideas had been conserved in some places, discarded 
in others. But the proliferation of individual forms, of menhirs 
in all kinds of shapes and arrangements; of barrows of earth and 
stone; stone rings large and small, round and square; all this meant 
there must have been too many individual ideas for us to ever 
reliably disentangle any one of them as “the” beginning we had 
somewhat naively sought.

Somehow, though, lurking in the back of my mind, was the idea 
that none of that really mattered. Maybe I was rationalizing my 
own inability to disentangle it; sour grapes, if you will.

I had the thoughts of Place Making, seen on our trips to 
Wiltshire and the weird Grimes Point. We had the thoughts that 
the megalithic building in Scotland must have been based on 
earlier traditions. The odd new notion of plastic, learning brains 
kept intruding. All of these thoughts were beginning to add up to 
something deeper, something more fundamental. The breasts, cat 
flaps; big stones, carved stones, polished stones, stone houses; little 
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heads, sculpted and painted animals; all were blurring in my mind 
in a kind of museum fatigue.

It looked to me more like continuity than revolution.
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